
Fire Communicator Product Update
The software of this fire dialer has been revised to comply with NFPA 72 requirements which are effective
beginning in August 1998.  The dialer will now use the phone lines alternately for test reports so that each
phone line is used every other day.  This ensures that the primary and backup phone lines are able to
send actual reports, in addition to the electrical supervision that the panel performs continuously.

If reports are not able to get through on one phone line, test reports will be observed at the central station
only on alternate days, and the yellow dialer trouble lamp will be illuminated on the dialer itself.  When test
reports are only observed every other day, the installation should be serviced immediately.  Note that the
dialer lamp automatically resets when any report is successfully delivered, so it may not be continuously
illuminated depending on other dialer traffic that may be active.

Reports other than the test and “off-normal-at-test” reports are unaffected by this change, and will be sent
using line 1 unless a trouble is detected.
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